WHO WE ARE:

WHAT WE BELIEVE:

An incubator for change, The Humanity Lab (THL) is a global
collective of creators, storytellers, digital natives and data
miners who want to give back. Our fundamental purpose is to
amplify, galvanize and impact the anti-racism, pro-humanity
agenda.

We, like the activists on the front lines, refuse to let this
iconic moment in history pass us by.

What sets us apart is we understand that today we’re talking
about Black Lives, but tomorrow it will be other lives that
matter. That's why, through our platform, we enable LGBTQIA,
women, people of color, executives, recent college graduates,
and a myriad of others to engage, participate, and be heard.

We believe it will take action, awareness and elections to
influence society’s greatest challenges. That’s why our three
pillars are: Activism, Education and Voting.

WHAT WE DO:
We break convention. And sometimes, the Internet. We use the same skills we leverage every day on behalf of the world's most
recognized brands to fuel organizations and individuals. Through volunteering, we provide pro bono creative resources and the human
capital needed to reach millions of people worldwide with messages that spark action and change perception.
Anti-silo. Integrated. Collaborative. We rapidly deploy marketers and communicators to rally around
an organization’s core challenges. Our one-team, multi-disciplinary approach means we can:
•
•
•
•
•

Craft messages of change, hope and common humanity
Train a new generation of experts
Amplify voices that need to be heard
Galvanize a movement for change
And so much more...

HOW WE WORK:
We Listen: to our partners to understand their mission and program objectives.
We Build: an action plan with clear deliverables, timing and measurable goals.
We Share: a recommendation tailored to the organization’s needs and desired outcomes.
We Align: together on a path forward.
We Rally: the THL network to bring the plan to life.
We Evaluate: to ensure we’ve delivered against our goals and adjust for what’s next.

OUR TRIBE:

Always in beta, the organizations we support are futurists. Never satisfied with the ‘here and now’
but always looking to the future. They’re one story, one partnership, one wildfire moment away
from transformational change. That’s where we come in.

To learn more about The Humanity Lab, or to engage us on your next project, shoot us a note at:
info@thehumanitylab.com.

“

WE EXIST
TO SUPPORT
THE PEOPLE’S
MOVEMENT.

”

